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Abstract

Lung adenocarcinoma commonly metastasizes to the liver, brain, 
bones and adrenal glands, with metastasis to the small bowel in 
only 0.5-2% of cases. Not only did our patient have metastases to 
the small bowel, but the patient presented solely with gastrointes-
tinal symptoms and no evidence of lung disease clinically or on 
imaging. Immunohistochemical analysis helped diagnose a primary 
lung adenocarcinoma with metastasis to the small bowel. There are 
few reported cases of small bowel metastases leading to the diag-
nosis of a primary lung cancer, let alone, in living patients. Though 
uncommon, physicians should not dismiss the possibility of vague 
gastrointestinal symptoms as a manifestation of metastases from a 
primary lung cancer.
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Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of neoplastic death, with 

reported survival rates of 20% at 1 year and 1% at 5 years af-
ter diagnosis [1, 2]. It is responsible for more deaths than the 
next three most common cancers combined (colon, breast 
and prostate) [3]. Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) ac-
counts for the majority of lung neoplasias and includes 
squamous cell carcinomas, adenocarcinomas and large cell 
carcinomas. Adenocarcinoma is the most common type of 
lung cancer in people under the age of 45 years. It commonly 
metastasizes to the liver, brain, bones and adrenal glands, 
with 85% of patients having metastasis at the time of diagno-
sis [1]. Primary lung cancer rarely metastasizes to the small 
bowel and is only seen in about 0.5-2% of cases [4, 5]. We 
describe a patient who presented solely with gastrointestinal 
symptoms, which was later found to be the result of metasta-
sis from an undiagnosed primary NSCLC (adenocarcinoma).

 
Case Report

A 49-year-old Caucasian female presented to the emergency 
department with intractable bilious vomiting and abdominal 
cramping. She had been treated for a partial small bowel ob-
struction 4 weeks prior to admission with temporary resolu-
tion of symptoms. During the month prior to admission, the 
patient developed daily emesis and experienced a 17-pound 
unintentional weight loss. Her past medical and surgical 
histories are significant only for the partial small bowel ob-
struction, a volvulus at age 25, peptic ulcer disease, chronic 
alcoholism, anemia, asthma, one C-section and a left Achil-
les tendon rupture. She had a 75-pack-year smoking history. 
Past alcohol history was significant for 12 alcoholic drinks 
per day for the last 3 - 4 years, although she has been alcohol 
free for the last 5 weeks. Upon admission, she was afebrile, 
tachycardic at 112, respiratory rate of 18, blood pressure of 
110/76 and oxygen saturation of 96% on room air. Physical 
exam was pertinent for hyperactive bowel sounds and signif-
icant tenderness to palpation in all four abdominal quadrants. 
Laboratory values were within normal limits except: platelet 
count (132,000 per μL), sodium (121 mmol/L), potassium 
(2.8 mmol/L), chloride (77 mmol/L), total alkaline phospha-
tase (140 IU/L). 

Chest X-ray was unremarkable and showed no acute 
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disease (Fig. 1). CT of abdomen and pelvis without contrast 
revealed a high-grade small bowel obstruction, with maxi-
mum small bowel diameter of 5.5 cm significantly increased 
from her previous imaging 4 weeks ago (Fig. 2). Abdominal 
ultrasound revealed fatty infiltration of the liver and multiple 
fluid-filled dilated small bowel loops. Small bowel resection 
(12 inches), gastrojejunostomy and appendectomy were per-
formed. The patient underwent small bowel resection and 
pathology revealed poorly differentiated metastatic adeno-
carcinoma most consistent with a pulmonary primary ma-
lignancy (Fig. 3). Long-term intubation, tracheostomy and 
PEG tube placement were done. The patient later displayed 
signs of tamponade amid a large pericardial effusion, and 

pericardiocentesis was performed with immunohistochemis-
try (IHC) staining revealing metastatic adenocarcinoma con-
sistent with lung primary (Fig. 4). Less than 1 month after 
diagnosis and 2 months after first presentation of symptoms, 
the patient passed away.

Discussion
  
Gastrointestinal metastasis from lung cancer is rare with a 
reported incidence of 0.5-2.0% [4, 5]. It is even more un-
common in living patients, as its presence usually indicates 
advanced disease and poor prognosis. Lung cancer common-
ly metastasizes to regional lymph nodes (72-84%), liver (33-
47%), bones (21-34%), brain (16-32%), adrenals (20-29%) 
and heart (12-29%) [6, 7]. When gastrointestinal metastases 
do occur, it usually presents asymptomatically because it re-
mains only in the submucosal layer [8]. Patients typically 
present with vomiting, abdominal pain, anemia, and/or me-
lena as the lesions grow and cause ulcerations and obstruc-
tion [8]. Small bowel metastases can also be revealed by 
peritonitis or small bowel obstructions [9]. Gastrointestinal 
metastases from a primary lung cancer most commonly oc-
cur in the esophagus. Though uncommon, small bowel me-
tastases from a primary lung cancer occur in the ileum more 
frequently than the jejunum [10]. Small bowel metastases 
can occur in every type of primary lung cancer; however, 
undifferentiated large cell and small cell carcinoma are most 
prevalent [11]. 

Metastasis to the small bowel following diagnosis of a 
primary lung cancer is rare, yet there have been even fewer 
reported cases of small bowel metastases leading to the di-
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Figure 1. Posterior/anterior (PA) chest X-ray on day of ad-
mission showing no acute disease and normal pulmonary 
vascularity.

Figure 2. CT of abdomen and pelvis without contrast show-
ing multiple dilated loops of small bowel throughout the ab-
domen with compression of the loops comparable with a 
high-grade small bowel obstruction.

Figure 3. (A) H&E stain of invasive carcinoma into the small 
bowel submucosa with atypical mitosis (arrow). (B) H&E 
stain of the small bowel demonstrating undifferentiated ad-
enocarcinoma with glandular formation (arrow head).
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agnosis of a primary lung cancer, let alone, in living patients 
[9, 12]. A couple cases have been reported of small bowel 
perforation leading to the diagnosis of small bowel metas-
tasis from a previously undiagnosed lung cancer [12]. This 
case is unique because there was initially no evidence of any 
lung disease clinically and on imaging (chest X-ray) and the 
patient presented solely with vague gastrointestinal symp-
toms: vomiting, abdominal cramping and nonspecific weight 
loss without any respiratory symptoms. IHC analysis of the 
small bowel resection helped confirm metastatic malignan-
cy. Positive TTF-1 and CK7 stains plus negative CK20 stain, 
suggested metastatic adenocarcinoma, poorly differentiated, 
from a primary lung adenocarcinoma [13]. In addition, peri-
cardial fluid IHC not only confirmed the diagnosis but also 
helped differentiate general metastases from a primary lung 
cancer. Further staging for extrapulmonary metastases is un-
known as a PET scan was not performed. Most cases of gas-
trointestinal metastases have multiple metastatic sites, with 
an average of 4.8 sites [11]. However, a recent case report by 
Rivera et al has described the first reported case of solitary 
metastasis to the small bowel [4]. Although solitary metas-
tasis is a possibility in our case, it would be a very atypical 
presentation, and hard to confirm without a PET scan.

Gastrointestinal metastasis from a primary lung cancer 
has a very poor survival rate [9, 14, 15]. The median time 
from lung cancer diagnosis to gastrointestinal metastasis was 
3 months and the average time from diagnosis of GI me-
tastasis to death was 2.8 months [14, 15]. Studies have also 

reported that survival time is independent of initial diagnosis 
tumor stage [14, 15]. Therefore, surgical resection should be 
considered as only a palliative option to help prevent fur-
ther peritonitis, bowel obstruction or small bowel perforation 
[12]. Clinicians should always keep in mind gastrointestinal 
symptoms as a manifestation of lung cancer metastasis, and 
as in our case, small bowel metastasis leading to diagnosis of 
a primary lung cancer.
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